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AL3 S18/1029 Target Decision Date:13th August 2018
Committee Date:18th September 2018

Applicant Mr Dorian Eardley  22A West Street Barkston Lincolnshire NG32 
2NL

Agent Mr Brian Johnson  Pipers Moon Main Road Dunsby Bourne
Proposal Erection of a two storey detached dwelling with integral garage.
Location Land To Rear Of 21 West Street Barkston    
Application Type Full Planning Permission
Parish(es) Barkston Parish Council
Reason for Referral to 
Committee

At the request of Cllr. Ian Stokes for reasons relating to design not 
being in keeping with the character of the area contrary to NPPF 
policies.

Recommendation That the application is:- Approved conditionally
Report Author Abiola Labisi - Area Planning Officer

01476 406080 Ext: 6632
a.labisi@southkesteven.gov.uk

Report Reviewed By Justin Johnson - Planning Operations Lead
01476 406080 Ext: 6392
j.johnson@southkesteven.gov.uk

Key Issues

 Impact on the character of the Conservation Area.
 Impact on neighbours' amenities
 Highway issues

Technical Documents Submitted with the Application

 Heritage Impact Statement
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1.0 Description of proposal

1.1 The proposal relates to the erection of a detached two storey dwelling with an integral 
garage. The dwelling which would be linear in form and aligned in an east-west 
direction, would cover an area of approx. 17.5m x 8.4m with a main ridge height of 
approx. 7.5m. It would be constructed of facing bricks with Sandtoft red clay pantile 
roof over. The windows and doors would be of timber while the rooflights would be the 
Velux Conservation type. 

1.2 The building would be sited approx. 13.5m from the northern site boundary and 15.5m 
from the eastern boundary. Foul water would discharge into the mains sewer while 
surface water would discharge into soakaways. 

2.0 Description of site

2.1 The site is stated to be 0.13 ha in size, irregular in shape and is located on the south 
side of West Street, Barkston, to the rear of No. 21. It is accessed via a track to the 
west of No. 21. The site is within the village's Conservation Area and the land drops in 
level from the road towards River Witham which is to the south of the site. The site is 
stated to be used for the storage of building materials.

3.0 Relevant History

Reference Proposal Decision Date
S17/2268 Erection of a two storey detached dwelling 

and standalone garage
Withdrawn 02/02/2018

4.0 Policy Considerations

4.1 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
Section 5 - Delivering a sufficient supply of homes
Section 12 - Achieving well-designed places
Section 16 - Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

4.2 South Kesteven District Council Core Strategy
Policy EN1 - Protection and Enhancement
Policy H1 - Residential Development
Policy SP1 - Spatial Strategy
Policy SP2 - Sustainable Communities

4.3 Site Allocation and Policies Development Plan Document
Policy SAPH1 - Other housing development

5.0 SKDC Corporate Priorities
Support good housing for all

6.0 Representations Received

Historic Buildings Advisor 
(SKDC)

No objection in principle but raised concerns regarding the 
visual impact of the garage door. Recommended that the 
building be constructed of stone reflective of local vernacular 
and windows be single, horizontal glazing.

Environment Agency No objection
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Parish Council No objection

LCC Highways & SuDS 
Support

No objection

Heritage Lincolnshire No objection subject to condition relating to the 
commissioning of a scheme of archaeological works for 
archaeological monitoring and recording.

7.0 Representations as a Result of Publicity

7.1 This application has been advertised in accordance with the Council's Statement of 
Community Involvement and 6 letters of representation have been received. 

7.2 Three were in support of the proposal as they considered it would help retain 
population and enhance the village's sustainability while three were against the 
proposal. The reasons for objection include:

1. Overbearing impact
2. Overlooking
3. Not in keeping with the character of the area
4. Impact on trees
5. Unsafe access
6. Noise due to proximity of parking area to adjacent domestic garden
7. Impact on views and value of neighbouring property.

8.0 Evaluation

8.1 Policy Considerations

8.1.1 In relation to location of new development within the District, Core Strategy Policy SP1 
(Spatial Strategy) sets out a framework guiding the location of new development within 
the District and provides that majority of new development shall be focussed on 
Grantham and the market towns of Stamford, Bourne and the Deepings. The policy 
also provides that:

8.1.2 In the settlements identified as Local Service Centres, preference will be given to 
brownfield sites within the built-up part of settlements [which do not compromise the 
nature and character of the village] and sites allocated in the Site Specific Allocations 
and Policies DPD.

8.1.3 Barkston is identified as a Local Service Centre under Core Strategy Policy SP2 
(Sustainable Communities). With regard to development in the Local Service Centres, 
para. 3.2.4 of the Core Strategy provides that:

'Some limited development in these villages will prevent local services from becoming 
unviable and help to create more mixed and balanced communities'.

8.1.4 With regard to residential development in the Local Service Centres, Core Strategy 
Policy H1 requires that the Planning Authority plan for a modest level of development 
within the more sustainable villages identified as Local Service Centres to enable them 
to continue to function as sustainable local centres.

8.1.5 In relation to residential development in Local Service Centres, Core Strategy Policy 
H1 provides that:
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'Any additional housing growth proposed for the District throughout the plan period 
should be distributed in a similar manner following the framework set out below-

Plan for a modest level of development within the more sustainable villages identified 
as Local Service Centres to enable them to continue to function as sustainable local 
centres.'

8.1.6 Site Allocation and Policies Development Plan Document Policy SAPH1 allows further 
housing development and provides that:

'Planning permission will only be granted for small infill (sites of 10 or fewer houses) 
and redevelopment sites provided that the development:

i) can be satisfactorily accommodated by: the existing local highway network; the waste 
water treatment and sewerage network and;
the local education and health provision.
ii) will not have a detrimental impact upon the quality of life of adjacent residents and 
properties.
iii) will not compromise the nature and character of the settlement.
iv) is in accordance with the criteria of Policies EN1, EN2, and EN4 of the Core 
Strategy.'

8.1.7 The revised National Planning Policy Framework which was published in July 2018 
clearly sets out Government's intention to boost housing supply across the country. 
The Framework also emphasises the significance of small sites in contributing towards 
housing supply. 

8.1.8 Accordingly, the Framework provides under para 59 that to support the Government's 
objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is important that a sufficient 
amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed, that the needs of 
groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land with 
permission is developed without unnecessary delay while para 68 provides that small 
and medium sized sites can make an important contribution to meeting the housing 
requirement of an area, and are often built-out relatively quickly.  

8.1.9 The site is located within the built up part of Barkston which is identified as a 
sustainable location for modest level of development. The site is small and is likely to 
be built out relatively quickly without unnecessary delay. In addition, the development 
would boost housing supply in the village thus enabling it to continue to function as a 
sustainable local centre.

8.1.10 Accordingly, the proposal would be in accordance with relevant local and national 
policies as set out within Core Strategy Policies SP1, SP2, H1 and relevant provisions 
of Section 5 of the National Planning Policy Framework as is thus considered to be 
acceptable in principle. 

8.2 Impact of the use on the character of the area

8.2.1 Core Strategy Policy EN1 relates to the protection and enhancement of the character 
of the district and provides that:

'Development must be appropriate to the character and significant natural, historic and 
cultural attributes and features of the landscape within which it is situated, and 
contribute to its conservation, enhancement or restoration'.
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8.2.2 Similarly, para 127 of the NPPF provides that:

'Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments:

a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the short term 
but over the lifetime of the development;
b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and appropriate and 
effective landscaping;
c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built 
environment and landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate 
innovation or change (such as increased densities);
d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement of streets, 
spaces, building types and materials to create attractive, welcoming and distinctive 
places to live, work and visit;
e) optimise the potential of the site to accommodate and sustain an appropriate amount 
and mix of development (including green and other public space) and support local 
facilities and transport networks'.

8.2.3 With regard to impact of proposals on heritage assets, para 193 of the NPPF provides 
that:

'When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a 
designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset's conservation 
(and the more important the asset, the greater the weight should be). This is 
irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss or 
less than substantial harm to its significance.'

8.2.4 However, para 196 of the NPPF provides that where a development proposal will lead 
to less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this 
harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal including, where 
appropriate, securing its optimum viable use.

 
8.2.5 West Street is characterised by dwellings of various designs and constructed of various 

materials including stone, render and brick. In terms of scale, it is considered that the 
proposed dwelling would be in keeping with the pattern of development within the area. 
The proposed materials are also similar to some of the other properties in the area. 
The dwelling would be located to the rear of an existing dwelling and would therefore 
not be very visible from the public road thus minimising any potential adverse impact 
on street scene.

8.2.6 The garage roof would be lower than that of the main dwelling thus breaking the 
massing of the building.

 
8.2.7 The site is located within the western edge of the Conservation Area. In terms of spatial 

character, the Conservation Area Appraisal provides that:

'West Street is characterised by a more regular plan form of small scale cottages with 
long extensive rear gardens and map evidence shows that it has retained this plan 
form since at least the mid-19th century. This arrangement was common in rural 
villages, whereby there were extensive plots to grow produce or used as market 
gardens. The buildings are mainly arranged in pairs of small terraces although some 
are detached. They typically stand to the rear of the highway or are set back and 
enclosed by boundary walls. Views along West Street are generally deflected.'
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8.2.8 It is noted however that since its designation, there have been cases of dwellings 
approved on sites to the rear of frontage dwellings on West Street.

8.2.9 The proposed dwelling would not be very visible from the public road and its scale and 
materials would be similar to those of other properties in the area thus minimising any 
potential adverse impact on the Conservation Area. Accordingly, the impact of the 
proposal on the character of the Conservation Area is considered to be less than 
substantial. However, it is considered that the proposal would contribute towards the 
achievement of Government's intention to boost housing supply and would thus yield 
some public benefit which is considered to outweigh the level of harm to the 
Conservation Area.

8.2.10 Having regard to the foregoing, it is considered that the proposal would not detract 
significantly from the character of the area.

8.2.11 The issues raised by the Conservation Officer have been duly considered. However, 
having regard to the location of the garage behind a frontage dwelling which screens 
it from public views, it is considered that the visual impact of the garage door would be 
minimal. In addition, given the fact that the buildings in the immediate surrounding are 
of various materials, it is considered that the use of brick in this instance would not 
detract significantly from the character of the Conservation Area. Notwithstanding, it is 
recommended that permitted development rights relating to extensions and 
outbuildings be removed in order to prevent unacceptable adverse impact on the 
Conservation Area.

8.3 Impact on the neighbouring properties

8.3.1 The proposed dwelling would be separated from the frontage dwellings to the north of 
the site by approx 20m. The separation distance from neighbouring dwellings and the 
overall height of the building would minimise any potential overbearing or overlooking 
effects. It is further considered that there would be no significant overshadowing impact 
on neighbouring properties due to its location in relation to neighbouring dwellings.

8.3.2 Similarly, the amenity of the future occupiers of the development would not be 
compromised through overlooking from neighbouring properties.

 
8.4 Highway issues

8.4.1 The proposal includes provision for adequate parking and turning facilities on site and 
therefore, it is considered that the development would lead to any severe detrimental 
highway issues. The Highway Authority has raised no objection to the scheme.

 
8.5 Response to issues raised in letters of objection

8.5.1 Having regard to the separation distance between the proposed dwelling and 
neighbouring properties, as well as its scale and massing, it is considered that the 
development would not lead to any significant overbearing impact. Similarly, the 
distance between the proposed dwelling's front elevation and the rear elevations of the 
opposing dwellings along West Street would minimise any potential overlooking 
impacts.

8.5.2 The scale, design and materials are similar to those of some of the other dwellings in 
the wider Conservation Area. Furthermore, there are instances of backland 
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development in the Conservation Area. Accordingly, it is considered that the 
development would be in keeping with the general pattern of development in the area.

8.5.3 There is sufficient vehicle turning area on site to allow vehicles enter the public highway 
in forward gear and in addition, the access is an existing one which is currently being 
used by vehicles and therefore, it is not considered that the development would lead 
to any severe detrimental highway issues.

8.5.4 Having regard to the number of dwelling units being proposed, it is not considered that 
the development would lead to unacceptable level of noise pollution as a result of the 
turning area being adjacent a garden. In any event, there are other legislations that 
deal with noise nuisance.

8.5.6 Impact on neighbour's trees, views and value of neighbouring properties are not 
material planning considerations.

9.0 Section 106 Heads of Terms

9.1 Not applicable given the scale of the development.

10.0 Crime and Disorder

10.1 It is considered that the proposal would not result in any significant crime and disorder 
implications.

11.0 Human Rights Implications

11.1 Articles 6 (Rights to fair decision making) and Article 8 (Right to private family life and 
home) of the Human Rights Act have been taken into account in making this 
recommendation.

11.2 It is considered that no relevant Article of that act will be breached.

12.0 Conclusion

12.1 Having regard to its scale, design, materials and location, it is considered that the 
proposed development would not lead to any significant adverse impact on the 
character of the area and would not lead to any significant adverse impact on the 
amenities of neighbours. The development would be in accordance with relevant 
provisions of Core Strategy Policies SP1, H1, EN1, SAP DPD Policy SAPH1 and 
Sections 5, 12 and 16 of the National Planning Policy Framework.

12.2 Accordingly, it is recommended that permission be granted, subject to conditions.

13.0 RECOMMENDATION: that the development is Approved subject to the following 
conditions

Time Limit for Commencement

 1 The development hereby permitted shall be commenced before the expiration of three 
years from the date of this permission.

Reason: In order that the development is commenced in a timely manner, as set out in 
Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).
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Approved Plans

 2 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following 
list of approved plans:

i. Drawing No. BJ/DE/18/02 (Block Plan and Site Section) received 01/06/2018
ii. Drawing No. BJ/DE/18/01 Rev A (Elevations, Plans and Sections) received 10/08/2018

Unless otherwise required by another condition of this permission.
     
Reason: To define the permission and for the avoidance of doubt.

Before the Development is Commenced

 3 Before the development hereby permitted is commenced, a written scheme of 
archaeological investigation shall have been submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority.

The archaeological investigations shall also have been completed in accordance with the 
approved details before development commences.

Reason: In order to provide a reasonable opportunity to record the history of the site and 
in accordance with Policy EN1 of the adopted South Kesteven Core Strategy (July 2010)

 4 Before the development hereby approved commences, full details of all proposed joinery 
works including 1:20 sample elevations and 1:1 joinery profiles including horizontal and 
vertical sections shall have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority. 

Reason: To ensure the development does not detract from the character of the area and 
in accordance with Policy EN1 of the adopted South Kesteven Core Strategy (July 2010).

 5 Before the development hereby approved commences, large scale representative details 
of the dormer windows to be installed shall have been submitted to and approved in writing 
by the Local Planning Authority. 

Reason: To ensure the development does not detract from the character of the area and 
in accordance with Policy EN1 of the adopted South Kesteven Core Strategy (July 2010).

During Building Works

 6 Notwithstanding details provided, before any of the works on the external elevations of 
the building(s) hereby permitted are begun, samples of the materials (including colour of 
any render, paintwork or colourwash) to be used in the construction of the external 
surfaces shall have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority.

Reason: To ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development and in accordance with 
Policy EN1 of the adopted South Kesteven Core Strategy (July 2010).

Before the Development is Occupied

 7 Before the part of the building hereby approved is first occupied/brought into use, the 
joinery works shall have been completed in accordance with the approved joinery details.
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Reason: To ensure the development does not detract from the character of the area and 
in accordance with Policy EN1 of the adopted South Kesteven Core Strategy (July 2010).

 8 Before the dwelling hereby approved is first occupied/brought into use, the dormer 
windows shall have been installed in accordance with the approved details.     

Reason: To ensure the development does not detract from the character of the area and 
in accordance with Policy EN1 of the adopted South Kesteven Core Strategy (July 2010).

 9 Before any part of the development hereby permitted is occupied/brought into use, the 
external surfaces shall have been completed in accordance with the approved details.
 
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development and in accordance with 
Policy EN1 of the adopted South Kesteven Core Strategy (July 2010).

Ongoing Conditions

10 Notwithstanding the provisions of Schedule 2, Part 1, Class A of the Town and Country 
Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any order revoking 
or re-enacting that Order with or without modification), no enlargement, improvement or 
other alteration to the property other than those expressly authorised by this permission 
shall be carried out without Planning Permission first having been granted by the Local 
Planning Authority.

Reason: In order to protect the character of the area, in accordance with Core Strategy 
Policy EN1

11 Notwithstanding the provisions of Schedule 2, Part 1, Class E of the Town and Country 
Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any order revoking 
or re-enacting that Order with or without modification), no building, enclosure, swimming 
or other pool or container used for domestic heating purposes shall be constructed within 
the curtilage of the dwellinghouse without Planning Permission first having been granted 
by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason: The Local Planning Authority considers that further development could cause 
detriment to the character of the area, and for this reason would wish to control any future 
development and in accordance with Policy EN1 of the adopted South Kesteven Core 
Strategy (July 2010).

12 Notwithstanding the provisions of Schedule 2, Part 1, Class B & C of the Town and 
Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any order 
revoking or re-enacting that Order with or without modification), no window, dormer 
window, rooflight, solar panels or other development consisting of an alteration to the roof 
of the property other than those expressly authorised by this permission shall be 
constructed without Planning Permission first having been granted by the Local Planning 
Authority.

Reason: The Local Planning Authority considers that such development could cause 
detriment to the character of the building and the area, and for this reason would wish to 
control any future development and in accordance with Policy EN1 of the adopted South 
Kesteven Core Strategy (July 2010).

Standard Note(s) to Applicant:
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 1 Please contact Lincolnshire County Council Streetworks & Permitting team on 01522 
782070 to discuss any proposed statutory utility connections and any other works which 
will be required in the public highway in association with this application. This will enable 
Lincolnshire County Council to assist you in the coordination and timings of such works.

 2 In reaching the decision the Council has worked with the applicant in a positive and 
proactive manner by determining the application without undue delay. As such it is 
considered that the decision is in accordance with paras 38 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework.
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SITE LOCATION PLAN

BLOCK PLAN AND SITE SECTION
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18-1029 – ELEVATIONS-FLOOR PLANS AND SECTIONS


